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ABSTRACT A microgrid (MG) is a local entity that consists of distributed energy resources (DERs) to
achieve local power reliability and sustainable energy utilization. The MG concept or renewable energy
technologies integrated with energy storage systems (ESS) have gained increasing interest and popularity
because it can store energy at off-peak hours and supply energy at peak hours. However, existing ESS
technology faces challenges in storing energy due to various issues, such as charging/discharging, safety,
reliability, size, cost, life cycle, and overall management. Thus, an advanced ESS is required with regard to
capacity, protection, control interface, energy management, and characteristics to enhance the performance
of ESS in MG applications. This paper comprehensively reviews the types of ESS technologies, ESS struc-
tures along with their configurations, classifications, features, energy conversion, and evaluation process.
Moreover, details on the advantages and disadvantages of ESS in MG applications have been analyzed based
on the process of energy formations, material selection, power transfer mechanism, capacity, efficiency, and
cycle period. Existing reviews critically demonstrate the current technologies for ESS in MG applications.
However, the optimum management of ESSs for efficient MG operation remains a challenge in modern
power system networks. This review also highlights the key factors, issues, and challenges with possible
recommendations for the further development of ESS in future MG applications. All the highlighted insights
of this review significantly contribute to the increasing effort toward the development of a cost-effective and
efficient ESS model with a prolonged life cycle for sustainable MG implementation.
INDEX TERMS Energy storage system, microgrid, distributed energy resources, ESS technologies, energy
management.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of energy consumption, CO2 emissions,
and demand-supply mismatch globally is due to the rising
population growth rate and urbanization levels [1]. These
issues require development to optimize energy use and min-
imize fuel consumption and toxic emissions [2]. Various
alternatives to the use of fossil fuels have been proposed
to achieve sustainable energy systems [3], [4]. Renewable
energy (RE) technologies with energy storage systems (ESSs)
have become widely endorsed solutions among these alter-
natives [5]–[7]. ESS assists renewable energy integration in
many ways and manages the decent power balance during a
power crisis; thus, the stability of the system has a significant
effect on the overall electric system by storing energy during
off-peak hours with reduced cost [8]–[12]. Details on the
applications of energy storage technologies have been inves-
tigated in [13]–[15]. The poor life cycle of batteries has been
identified as the key barrier of ESSs that impedes the devel-
opment of the microgrid (MG). To address this limitation,
many researchers have recommended hybrid energy storage
systems (HESSs) that aim to improve the life expectancy of
batteries [16].
The MG concept is proposed by the Consortium for Elec-
tric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS) [12]. CERTS
can be defined as a localized entity that consists of distributed
energy resources (DERs) and controllable thermal and elec-
trical loads. These loads are connected to the upstream grid
for power generation using photovoltaic (PV) panels, wind
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plants, fuel cells, diesel generators, and microturbines with a
storage device (e.g., batteries or supercapacitors (SCs)) [17].
From the utility perspective,MG can be treated as a controlled
cell of the power system. From the customer viewpoint, MG
can be designed to meet their requirements of reliability,
reduced feeder losses, improved efficiency, voltage sag min-
imization, or continuous power supply [18].
MG with ESS has become a promising component for
future smart grid deployment [19]–[21]. However, due to
the intermittent nature of renewable energy resources and
fluctuating load profiles, the power supply in MG some-
times fails to mitigate the load demands and causes sys-
tem frequency fluctuation [17], [22]. Therefore, fluctuating
renewable energy sources must be smoothed with storage
systems to provide high-power quality [23], [24].
MG has flexible operating characteristics in grid-
connected and islanded modes and thus can improve grid
efficiency and security [25], [26]. In the grid-connected mode
of operation, MGs can maintain stable system frequency by
exchanging power with a main grid [27]. However, in remote
islands, MGs are designed as off-grid systems [28] where the
primary frequency control is critical [22]. Fig. 1 illustrates
the structure of MG, where PV panels provide energy and a
battery energy storage device (BESS) balances the demand
for and supply of energy [25].
FIGURE 1. Structure of MG [25].
MG connects to the power grid through the point of com-
mon coupling (PCC). Given the increased MG installations,
distribution systems pose significant changes in characteris-
tics comparedwith the present distribution system. Therefore,
suitable control strategies must be adopted to manage these
differences and improve overall efficiency [26].
Many important considerations exist for the energy stor-
age system in MGs. Efficient management of ESS, power
electronic interfaces, charging and discharging, conversion
mechanism of power, reliability, and protection from dangers
are the major issues for the development of the energy storage
system in MG applications. Fig. 2 describes the impact of an
energy storage system in a power system network [15].
ESS can be applied for energy arbitrage [29], peak shav-
ing [30], load flowing [31], spinning reserve [32], voltage
support [33], black start [33], [34], frequency regulation [24],
power quality [35], [36], power reliability [37], renewable
FIGURE 2. Load demand profile with energy storage system [15].
energy systems (RESs) shifting [38], [39], smoothing and
firming [39], transmission and distribution upgrade defer-
ral [40], congestion relief [41], and off-grid service [38], [41],
as shown in Fig. 3 [42].
The selection and management of energy storage systems
and energy resources significantly reduce the anomalies in
a power system network. The objective of this review is
to present the current status of ESSs, evaluate issues and
barriers, and provide selected recommendations for further
development by focusing on the environment and safety
issues. This study discusses various existing energy storage
devices, which include their operations and characteristics for
efficient MG use. Thus, the key contribution of this study is
the comprehensive analysis of selecting future ESSs to attain
the sustainable development of MGs. Therefore, this review
provides significant information for implementing ESS in
MG applications and improving the present technology.
II. OVERVIEW OF ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
ESS configurations, their classifications, and structures are
illustrated in the following subsections.
A. ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Typically aggregated and distributed ESS are the two basic
configurations of ESS technology for MG applications,
as depicted in Fig. 4. For the aggregated system, the amount
of power flow from DERs to PCC bus remains at a constant
value. Moreover, the total capacity of this ESS can be applied
to assuage power flow fluctuations [43]. If the capacity of
an energy storage device increases, the cost also increases.
Manufacturing and controlling large ESS are difficult. Thus,
small-scale and distributed energy storage devices can be
used to attain the reliable and effective power regulation.
ESS devices in distributed storage configurations are directly
connected to specific distributive sources with numerous
interfaces. However, controlling power flow is the main chal-
lenge faced by the distributed system. Moreover, the storage
process still suffers losses through power electronic interfaces
for distributed resources and ESS [12].
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FIGURE 3. Application overview of energy storage system [42].
FIGURE 4. Typical ESS configurations [12].
B. CLASSIFICATION OF ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
ESS is classified based on the usage of energy in a specific
form. ESS can be categorized as a mechanical, electrochem-
ical, chemical, electrical, thermal, and hybrid energy storage
system. Moreover, these systems can further be classified
depending on the process of formations and materials used.
Fig. 5 presents the details on the classification of ESS [44].
Batteries [45], compressed air energy storage (CAES) [46],
flywheel energy storage (FES) [47], SCs [16], [48], supercon-
ductingmagnetic energy storage (SMES) [49], hydrogen stor-
age [50], and hybrid energy storages (HESs) [44], [51], [52]
are the most frequently used storage technologies for MG
applications.
C. STRUCTURES OF ESS
Energy can be stored by transforming electrical energy into
another form such as chemical or mechanical energy [42].
Moreover, storage systems can be categorized into three
parts: central storage, power transformation stage, and control
stage. In central storage, energy is stored after conversion,
and power transformation acts as an interface between the
central storage and the power system with bidirectional trans-
fer. In the control stage, the level of charge or discharge of the
stored energy is determined by the use of sensors and other
measuring devices. Energy storage devices are not the ideal
source of energy. Thus, they encounter losses at every step of
the storing process [42]. The energy output and energy loss
of the devices can be formulated as
Egenerate −1Eloss = Eout and (1)
1Eloss = 1Ech +1Est +1Edisch. (2)
The total energy storage efficiency can be written as
ηtotalst =
Eout
Egenerate
= ηch × ηst × ηdisch, (3)
where ηch =
Est
Ech
, ηst =
E∗st
Est
, and ηdisch =
E∗st
Edisch
. ηch,
ηst (t), and ηdisch are the efficiency of the charge, store, and
discharge periods, respectively. 1Eloss is the total energy
loss, whereas 1Est , 1Ech, and 1Edisch are the energy loss
during storage, charge, and discharge periods, respectively.
Est denotes the stored energy in the central part, and E∗st is the
existing energy from the same part. Egenerate, Eout , Ech, and
Edisch are the generated, output, charging, and discharging
energy, respectively.
III. TYPES OF ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
A. MECHANICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Mechanical energy storage systems (MSS) are advantageous
because they can operate flexibly to convert and store energy
from sources [52]. Moreover, they can deliver the stored
power when required for mechanical work [53]. Based on the
working principle, MSS can be classified as pressurized gas,
forced spring, kinetic energy, and potential energy. However,
from a technological point of view, mechanical storage
systems consist of three techniques: flywheel, pumped hydro
VOLUME 6, 2018 35145
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FIGURE 5. Detailed classifications of energy storage technologies based on formation of energy and materials [44].
storage, and compressed-air energy technologies. Among the
three systems, pumped hydro-storage systems (PHS) con-
tribute the most in the world electricity storage capacity
with their long life cycle. Although bulk energy systems
still rely on PHS, PHS has severe drawbacks, such as high
capital cost, negative environmental impact, and reduced
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geological implementation. Thus, the future improvement of
PHS is limited [54]–[57]. Details on other technologies, such
as flywheel energy storage systems (FESS), CAES, and grav-
ity energy storage systems (GES) are discussed as follows.
1) FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
Flywheel, as the main component of most modern high-speed
FESS, is a massive rotating cylinder (disk) that is supported
on a stator by magnetically levitated bearings [58]. FESS
can be characterized into two basic categories: high-speed
and low-speed FESS [59]. Flywheels with speed of under
10,000 rpm are considered as low-speed flywheels, which are
more popular in industries [60]. The principal structures of a
flywheel system and a hollow cylinder flywheel are shown
in Fig. 6 [61]. A flywheel can be used for the smooth running
of machines and can mechanically store kinetic energy from
the rotor mass spinning at high speeds [59], [62]. The stored
kinetic energy in FESS is related to speed and inertia. Low-
speed FESS contains a steel disk with high inertia and low
speed. On the other hand, high-speed FESS has a composite
disk with relatively lower inertia and high speed. As the
rotating speed of rotor increases, stored energy also increases
proportionally, and the stored energy varies in a square with
angular momentum. This stored energy can be used further
by decelerating rotor torque (discharge mode) and returning
the kinetic energy to the electrical motor, which acts as a gen-
erator [52], [62]. The efficiencies of flywheel storage devices
ranges from 90% to 95%, whereas rated power ranges from
0 MW to 50 MW [63]–[65]. A typical comparison can be
developed between these two types of flywheels, and the
differences are summarized in Table 1 [66].
FIGURE 6. (a) Principal structure of flywheel energy storage system and
(b) hollow cylinder flywheel [61].
Moreover, flywheels can be added in parallel to increase
the specific energy. The energy concentration varies from low
(5 W h/kg) speed to high (100 W h/kg) speed [55], [59].
In case of sudden deficiency in the generation of electric-
ity from renewable sources, such as solar or wind sources,
a storage system similar to FESS can perform better than
BESS [55].
FESS stores the electrical energy in the rotating mass.
Therefore, the equation for the total energy stored in the
TABLE 1. Typical comparison between low-speed and high-speed
flywheels [66].
flywheel can be derived as
Efw =
1
2
J × ω2 and J =
1
2
m× r2 =
1
2
ρ × h×5× r4,
(4)
where Efw is the stored energy in the flywheel; J is the
moment of inertia; ω, m, r , ρ, and h are the angular velocity,
mass, radius, mass density, and length of the flywheel, respec-
tively. Therefore, Eq. (4) implies that flywheel speed or its
inertia can be increased to raise the volume of the stored
energy. Shape and mass determine the inertia of the flywheel.
For the hollow cylinder flywheel, as shown in Fig. 7(b), with
outer radius b and inner radius a, the moment of inertia can
be defined by
J =
1
2
m× r2 =
1
2
× m× (b2 − a2)
=
1
2
ρ × h×5× (b4 − a4). (5)
According to Reference [58], flywheel energy storage tech-
nology has been applied in various sectors due to its unique
characteristics, such as high power density, environment
friendliness, high efficiency, low maintenance cost, and long
cycle period. Reference [55] shows that the maintenance
cost of FESS is low ($19/kW-year) although the capital
cost is high ($5000/kWh). The main advantage of FESS
is that it requires no temperature control equipment [47].
Fig. 7 describes the application of FESS in MG.
In this technology, a power converter acts as an elec-
trical interface. In Reference [67], an improved mecha-
nism of bidirectional converter topology was developed
using zero voltage transition and zero current transition
techniques. This study showed that the extent of power
saved using the proposed topology was 2.5%–3.5%. Thus,
an advanced controller can be adopted to optimize the charg-
ing and discharging characteristics of this storage system,
which significantly improves energy saving management.
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FIGURE 7. FESS implementation in MG [47].
Although FESS has several advantages, it has the drawbacks
of high initial cost and high rates of self-discharge (3%–20%
per hour) [68]. Moreover, the high power density and low
energy density confines the application of FESS. Therefore,
the cost and discharge rate are reduced with the high-speed
flywheel and the advancement of technology. Overcoming
these limitations, FESS becomes highly reliable and sustain-
able with the reduction of CO2 emission and improved power
system stability.
2) COMPRESSED-AIR ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
CAES generally stores the pressure energy with the com-
pression of gas (usually air) into the reservoir. A turbine is
used for the expansion of the compressed gas, which can be
transformed into mechanical energy [69]. Fig. 8 illustrates the
simplified schematic of a CAES plant [55]. During low power
demand, excess power drives a reversiblemotor or a generator
unit, which in turn runs a chain of compressors to inject
the air into the storage unit. This storage unit can be in the
form of an underground cavern or an overground reservoir.
However, during low power generation for the load demand,
FIGURE 8. Simplified diagram of compressed air storage system [55].
the stored compressed air is released and then heated by the
heat source. The compressed air energy is later transferred
to the turbine. A recuperator unit is used here to recycle the
waste heat energy, which further reduces fuel consumption
and cycle efficiency. A comprehensive review of CAES until
1985 was investigated in [70].
The first utility-scale CAES plant in the world is the
Huntorf power plant, which was developed with two salt
domes as the underground storage caverns (300000 m3
at 50 ◦C and 46–66 bar). The power rating of this plant
is 290 MW. This plant was designed to operate at 8 hours
daily life cycle by charging with compressed air. More-
over, it can operate for 2 hours with full power rat-
ing [71], [72]. An advanced plant named MacIntosh plant
was developed in 1991 in Alabama. Its capacity is 110 MW;
the plant can operate at a cycle of 26 hours with full
power [71], [73]. Fig. 9 shows the simplified structure of the
MacIntosh plant [74]. The plant consistently shows good per-
formance with a range of 91.2%–99.5% starting and running
reliabilities [75].
FIGURE 9. Thermo-mechanical concepts for bulk energy storage
(MacIntosh plant) [74].
The CAES system can be built for small- to large-scale
power capacity. However, it is suitable for a large-scale unit
that involves grid applications for load shifting, peak shaving,
voltage, and frequency control [55]. The response time of
CAES is high. CAES can smoothen the power output of
off- and on-shore wind plants. Thus, CAES has attracted
the attention of the academic and industrial sectors [76].
The recent development in the field of CAES is the appli-
cation of supercritical compressed air or compressed CO2,
which has increased the efficiency of the plant [76], [77] by
overcoming the problems of conventional CAES. A major
challenge to implement the large-scale CAES technology
is selecting the suitable geographical positions with under-
ground natural caves [58]. To address this issue, advanced
adiabatic CAES plant was proposed, which also faces a prob-
lem of low discharge efficiency. A combined cooling, heating,
and power system was investigated in 2016 to solve these
drawbacks [78].
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3) GRAVITY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
Pumped hydro and CAES are the widely used storage tech-
nologies for large-scale systems. However, given their afore-
mentioned disadvantages, GES has become popular as an
alternative to the large-scale system [79]. In [79], the details
of GES, such as modeling, system design, sustainability,
economic viability, and material selection, have been dis-
cussed. GES is a new concept and remains in the process of
development. It is a closed system that consists of reversible
pump/turbine, generator, piston, and container with a returned
pipe. Fig. 10 shows the basic structure of GES.
FIGURE 10. Gravity energy storage diagram [80].
When demand is high, the piston pushes the water to flow
to the container and is then passed through the return pipe
to drive the turbine. The turbine then converts the kinetic
energy of water into mechanical energy, which spins the
generator to produce electricity. When the demand lowers,
the excess energy is supplied to the motor and follows the
reverse mechanism. The generated kinetic energy pushes the
piston to the top of the container, and the mechanical energy
is restored for further use. This GES technology overcomes
the limitation of sitting issues, which are a major drawback of
PHS [81]. Future research on this technology could be based
on the material used, sizing, and capacity with a long life
cycle, which encourages the widespread use of GES in MG
applications.
B. ELECTROCHEMICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
In the electrochemical storage systems (EcSS), chemical
energy in the active material is converted into electrical
energy [82]. This conversion technique is completed by
chemical reaction, and energy is stored as electric current for
a specific voltage and time [83]. The level of voltage and
current are generated through the series or parallel connec-
tions of cells [84]. This is the largest group of energy storage
devices investigated by [82]. Conventional rechargeable bat-
teries and flow batteries (FBs) are two techniques that store
energy in electrochemical form. However, chemical reaction
reduces the life expectancy and energy of battery although
minimal maintenance is needed for these batteries [85].
Electrochemical storage devices are available in different
sizes, which is the main advantage of this technology [86].
Lead-acid [87], lithium-ion [69], [88], [89], sodium-sulfur
(NaS) [12], [32], [42], nickel-cadmium (NiCd) [90], nickel-
metal hydride (NiMH) [91], and FBs [8], [69], [88] are exam-
ples of this storage system. Some common EcSSs that can be
applied in MG are discussed in the following subsections.
1) REDOX FLOW BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEMS
FBs, which are usually called redox flow batteries (RFBs),
operate in charged or discharged mode by a (reversible)
chemical reaction. The reaction takes place between the elec-
trolytes of the battery. These two electrolytes of RFBs are
contained in separate tanks. The tank capacity is directly
proportional to the capacity of batteries, and the capacity
of battery is influenced by the number of battery cells and
materials. Electricity is generated when redox chemical reac-
tion (reduction–oxidation) takes place during operation [92].
RFBs has high efficiency (up to 85%) with a long life cycle.
It has high stability and storage capacity with flexible oper-
ational characteristics in the electrical system. Thus, RFB
becomes beneficial for application in an autonomous and
standalone network [93], [94]. A common and mature exam-
ple of redox flow battery is vanadium redox flow battery
(VRFB) [58]. Fig. 11 poses the principal view of vanadium
battery [55]. It shows that two liquid electrolytes (V 2+/V 3+
and V 4+/V 5+) with dissolved metal ions have been pumped
to the opposite sides of the battery. Flow battery has only
one active element out of the two porous electrodes, anolyte
and catholyte. During charging/discharging mode, H+ is
exchanged through the ion separation of the membrane [93].
The chemical reactions are as follows when the cell voltage
is approximately 1.4 V [93], [95]:
V 4+ ↔ V 5+ + e− and V 3+ + e− ↔ V 2+. (6)
FIGURE 11. Principal view of a vanadium redox flow battery [55].
The main advantages of VRFB are being faster than
0.001 s response characteristics and operating cycles (10,000
to 16,000+) [33], [96]. VRFB has various types of appli-
cations. It can support the intermittent nature of renewable
sources. VRFB is also useful for power quality improve-
ment in different applications, such as UPS, power security,
and load leveling [58], [97]. Several research projects have
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FIGURE 12. Equivalent circuit of a battery and its operating point [68].
been conducted in different parts of the world to develop a
large-scale VRFB, which can have achievements after initial
small-scale applications. The main disadvantage of RFBs is
that their complex structure influences the reliability of the
system [98]. Moreover, RFBs are expensive, and external
power supply is needed to operate them [99]. Thus, future
development is needed to overcome these issues with reduced
battery size, improved energy density, and increased calendar
cycle.
2) BATTERY ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
BESS is widely applicable for various purposes in all sec-
tors (generation, transmission, and distribution) of electrical
power systems and thus provides benefits to consumers [86].
In [100] and [101], the comprehensive review of the stor-
age system of different battery storage technologies, such as
lead-acid, lithium-ion, redox flow, NaS, and nickel-cadmium
battery has been investigated. The frequency of MG is antic-
ipated to be controlled by BESS technology. A simple equiv-
alent circuit of a battery is presented in Fig. 12 [68]. The
operating point is the intersection of the source line. Vb is
the terminal voltage drop, and VL is the load line voltage.
FIGURE 13. Typical BESS power profile that considers one day [102].
Fig. 13 depicts the typical power profile of BESS for one
day. The power curve above the horizontal axis (time) denotes
the discharging characteristics of battery to regulate the fre-
quency. Power below the time axis depicts the charging state
of the cell to maintain the frequency within the reasonable
range [102].
Battery capacity is an important determinant in selecting a
storage device. The capacity of a battery may be defined as
the total quantity of electrical charges that can be delivered
in a single discharge by the cell. The state of charge (SoC)
can be described as the ratio of remaining capacity to the
nominal capacity. Eq. (7) depicts the variation of SoC(dSoC)
that depends on time and capacity Ci.
dSoC =
idt
Ci
and
dSoC = SoC −
∫
idt
Ci
. (7)
Different studies reveal that a quasi Z-source inverter is a
suitable technique for the parallel operation of the battery.
In Reference [103], a quasi Z-source inverter for BESS has
been proposed for the application in MG. In this model,
the shoot-through duty cycle of the quasi Z-source inverter
is applied to share the load current between the batteries
operated in the islanded connection scheme. However, in the
case of a grid-connected mode, to obtain the independent
regulation of current in both battery systems, the proposed
model depends on the inverter modulation index and the
shoot-through duty cycle. The result of this study proved that
microgrid voltage remains balanced in the unbalanced load
conditions. Various battery technologies are illustrated in the
next subsections.
a: LEAD-ACID STORAGE SYSTEMS
Lead-acid (PbA) battery is the most widely used rechargeable
storage with various sizes and designs in different applica-
tions [58], [85]. Among all electrolyte batteries, the PbA
battery shows high efficiency (70%–80%) and possesses the
highest cell voltage [58], [98].
The cathode and anode are made of PbO2 and Pb, respec-
tively. Sulfuric acid is used as the electrolyte. They are less
expensive compared with other battery technologies, such
as NiCd and NiMh, and are highly suitable for large-scale
MG applications [82], [90]. Other advantages of this technol-
ogy are that PbA battery provides excellent charge retention
and energy density with fast response and long life cycle
(5–15 years) [42], [98]. However, traditional PbA battery
has a short cycle-lifetime (500–2000 cycles), low specific
energy, periodic water maintenance, and premature failure
due to sulphation. To overcome the limitations mentioned,
advanced PbA batteries have been developed, which possess
nine times higher power handling capability and four to ten
times increased life cycles [33], [58].
PbA batteries can be categorized into flooded and
valve-regulated (VRLA) batteries. The latter has become
increasingly popular due to its high specific power, rel-
atively low installation and maintenance cost, and rapid
charging characteristics [104]. VRLA includes the adsorbed
glass material (AGM) and GEL. AGM batteries have com-
pact volume and recombines hydrogen and oxygen to form
the water in the charging mode; thus, water usage is lim-
ited [105]. However, GEL batteries need to have the con-
trolled mechanism for charging. The main disadvantage of
this GEL battery is that inside the GEL electrolyte, gas
bubbles may be produced, which could damage the battery
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FIGURE 14. Characteristics of selected energy storage devices at a glance
(1-worst and 4-best in each category) [107].
permanently [105], [106]. In [107], a comparative analysis
of selected energy storage devices is provided, as depicted
in Fig. 14. It proves that VRLA can be developed in all the
categories mentioned in the figure and can be a good choice
for researchers and industrialists in the future.
The development of lead-acid batteries has focused on
the innovative materials for improvement in the performance
and implementation of PbA for applications in the integrated
wind, PV power, and automobile sectors. Reference [108]
investigated an islanded renewable energy microgrid emula-
tor with PbA battery. The proposed method can be applied
in different MG configurations using the combinations of
available generating units.
FIGURE 15. (a) Charging and discharging operation of a lead-acid battery
and (b) schematic representation of the current potential traits of both
electrodes [109].
Fig. 15(a) describes the charging and discharging oper-
ation of lead-acid battery chemistry. During the discharge
phenomena, HSO−4 ions pass through the negative electrode
and form a chemical reaction with Pb to produce PbSO4 and
H+ ions. During charging,PbSO4 is converted toPb orPbO2.
Hydrogen and oxygen are generated at the negative and
positive electrode, respectively. Fig. 15(b) depicts the current-
potential characteristics of both electrodes. The overall
electrochemical reactions that take place during charging
and discharging in the PbA battery can be deduced as
follows [109], [110]:
2PbSO4 + 2H2O
Ch arg ing
−−−−−−→ PbO2 + Pb+ 2H+ + 2HSO
−
4
PbO2+Pb+2H++2HSO
−
4
Disch arg ing
−−−−−−−−→ 2PbSO4 + 2H2O.
(8)
2H+ + 2e−→ H2 (at negative electrode)
H2O→
1
2
O2 + 2H+ + 2e− (at positive electrode)
Overall, H2O→ H2 + 12O2.
b: LITHIUM-ION (LI-ION) STORAGE SYSTEMS
Although lithium-ion batteries were first commercialized
in the 1990s, this energy storage technology has become
the fastest growing technology in recent years [33], [111].
A Li-ion storage device can store energy at the megawatt
scale. The significant advancement of this technology in
increasing the levels of energy storage capacity is due to
the characteristics of high efficiency (>90%), high energy
density, rapid response time (in milliseconds), and attractive
self-discharge rate (5% per mount) [92], [112]. A schematic
of the Li-ion battery along with the charging and discharging
method is presented in Fig. 16 [113], [114]. The cathode
and anode are made from lithium metal oxide (LiCoO2) and
graphite carbon cell, respectively. During the charging period,
Li-ion passes from cathode to anode. The process is reversed
in the case of the discharge period. The electrolyte used here
can be formed using an organic solvent with dissolved lithium
salt or solid polymer [55]. Complete electrochemical reaction
that takes place during the operation of Li-ion battery can be
written as follows:
LiMeO2 + C ⇔ Li1−xMeO2 + LixC . (9)
FIGURE 16. (a) Charging and discharging method of Li-ion battery and
(b) schematic of Li-ion battery [113], [114].
Fig. 17 describes the typical charge profile for the medium
power Li-ion battery. In [115], a medium-power Li-ion bat-
tery was examined for MG integration. The evaluation of
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TABLE 2. Characteristics of electrochemical energy storage technologies in modern grids [42].
FIGURE 17. Sketch of typical charging characteristics for medium-power
Li-ion battery [115].
the proposed method was considered in the following sce-
narios, such as black start operation, the rejection capability
of positive and negative current disturbance during voltage
regulation, and low voltage fault. The experimental result
reveals that the proposed method exhibits an acceptable per-
formance under typical MG scenarios. To prolong the battery
life, the current level must maintain the range of maximum
dynamic charge current and maximum dynamic discharge
current. Moreover, the battery voltage should also maintain
the range of maximum charge voltage and maximum dis-
charge voltage. The disadvantages of the Li-ion battery are
its cycle depth of discharge (DoD) and high cost. However,
the cost of the Li-ion cell is expected to decrease with large-
scale production. Table 2 illustrates the features of differ-
ent energy storage devices and helps in the selection of
Li-ion battery as an energy storage device given its improved
performance [42].
Li-ion batteries are designed for high-temperature applica-
tions. The design of batteries depends on new and improved
chemistries (e.g., LiFePO4 and Li4Ti5O12). Thus, these bat-
teries are characterized by high gravimetric and volumetric
energy density (75–200 Wh/Kg and 200–500 Wh/L). It also
shows improved efficiency (90%–95%), high power capa-
bility (nine times with respect to nominal power), extended
lifetime (of approximately 20 years), prolonged cycle oper-
ation (8000 full cycles), and a wide temperature range
(−20 ◦C to 55 ◦C [33], [58], [96]. Thus, this technology
has become increasingly popular due to its small size, light
weight, and potential.
MGs are small power systems that operate independently
from the distribution grid, and Li-ion batteries can be the
best-suited storage technology for the islanded operation of
MG [116]. Moreover, a concrete idea for a lithium-iron-
phosphate (LiFePO4) battery is discussed in [117]. However,
Reference [118] proposed that a lithium-sulfur battery can
be a good alternative due to its high specific energy, reli-
ability, comparatively low cost, and reduced environmental
hazard. Recently, Tesla has implemented the world’s largest
storage technology with Li-ion battery. The capacity of this
Hornsdale wind plant is 100 MW. Thus, an advanced Li-ion
battery can be developed by incorporating all these char-
acteristics, which show acceptable performance with good
efficiency, large storage facility, long calendar life, and low
discharge rate.
c: SODIUM-SULFUR (NaS) STORAGE SYSTEMS
NaS battery comprises of molten electrodes (both sodium and
sulfur) and non-aqueous beta alumina electrolyte. Sodium
is used as the negative electrode and sulfur is treated as
the positive electrode. Fig. 18 shows the charge and dis-
charge reactions of the NaS battery. During the discharging
period, sodium (Na) is oxidized at the Na-beta inter-
face to produce sodium ion
(
Na+
)
when passing through
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FIGURE 18. Charging and discharging phenomena of NaS
battery [58], [119].
the electrolyte. This ion is combined with sulfur to form
sodium polysulfide (Na2Sx). The ion is also observed to pro-
duce the desired output voltage. Electrons flow through the
external circuit. Reverse mechanism occurs when the battery
is recharged [33], [98], [113]. The overall electrochemical
reaction in the NaS battery can be written as
Na+ xS = Na2Sx , (10)
where the value of x should be within 3–5.
This technology is widely applicable for load leveling,
voltage sag minimization, and stabilizing renewable energy
power generation [119]. However, as mentioned, this type
of electrochemical energy storage device needs to operate at
high temperature (350 ◦C/ 623 K) to maintain high reactivity
and ensure that sodium and sulfur turn into liquid [32], [59].
This mechanism leads to difficulties in using the NaS battery
in various applications given that the cost increases due to
its implementation [90]. However, with the advancement of
technologies since 1980 and applying the modular fabri-
cation process, the energy density of this battery becomes
much higher (four times from lead-acid battery), and cost
becomes lower compared with other storage devices. More-
over, research is ongoing to control the limit of temperature
and maintain high energy density, as presented in [120]. As a
potential device to implement in MG, it shows high effi-
ciency, a long cycle period up to 15 years, and fast response
(in millisecond) during full charging and discharging oper-
ation. Thus, countries such as Japan and China are investing
in large-scale industrial applications of this technology [121].
The application of NaS battery in some parts of the world is
presented in Table 3 [119], [122].
C. CHEMICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
A chemical energy storage (CES) system is suitable for stor-
ing a significant amount of energy for a long duration. In the
CES system, energy is stored in the chemical bonds of atoms
and molecules, which can be released through electron trans-
fer reactions to produce electricity directly. The most widely
TABLE 3. Application of selected NaS battery with energy storage
facilities [119], [122].
used chemical fuels in electricity generation and energy trans-
portation system are coal, gasoline, diesel, propane, ethanol,
hydrogen, and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). The CES sys-
tem focuses on hydrogen technology because of its remark-
able feature as fuel and its ability to store a large amount
of electrical energy [8]. In the next subsection, the details of
hydrogen storage systems are illustrated.
1) HYDROGEN FUEL CELL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Hydrogen fuel cell (HFC) fascinates academics and industri-
alists because it is suitable for emission-free electricity gen-
eration and can be applicable in distributed generation to the
automobile industry.When burned, HFC releases water vapor
only into the environment. HFC burns faster and contains
considerable chemical energy per mass (142 MJ) compared
with other hydrocarbon fuels. HFC has high energy density
by weight and low energy density by volume. The environ-
mental impact of hydrogen storage is desirable, which leads
governments across the globe to enhance the prospects of the
hydrogen economy [123]. The per-unit cost of electricity gen-
eration for this technology has decreased given the available
raw material resources. Fig. 19 shows the schematic of HFC.
According to the figure, when hydrogen fuel reaches
the surface of the electrode, it dissociates into H+ and
e−. H+ moves through the electrolyte and reaches the
oxygen electrode. The electron starts to travel through the
external circuit and provides power to the load. Hydrogen
ions, oxygen, and electrons are combined to form water.
A power electrolyzer can be used to dissociate the water
molecule into hydrogen and oxygen in the regenerative
closed-loop process and thus produce electricity. This pro-
cess is repeated until the required amount of electricity is
achieved [124]. Three types of electrolysis technology are
available: alkaline, polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM),
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FIGURE 19. Mechanism of HFC [44].
and high-temperature solid oxide electrolysis [125]. Among
these alternatives, the alkaline technique is highly suitable
because of its maturity and low cost ($525/kW). PEM has
high power density albeit it is costly due to high material
cost [126]. The efficiency of alkaline and PEM ranges from
62% to 82%, which depends on the production that varies
from 4.5–7.5 kWh/Nm3. However, solid oxide electrolysis
shows voltage efficiency ranges from 81% to 86% although
it has the challenge of overcoming problems from corrosion,
seals, and thermal cycling [125], [127].
The overall chemical reaction in an HFC can be deduced
as follows:
2H2 + O2 ⇔ 2H2O+ electricity. (11)
The hydrogen required can be produced on-site or purchased
from another external source. On-site production is cheaper
than purchasing hydrogen from another source. Hydrogen
production from various sources, such as natural gas, coal,
gasoline, diesel fuel, water electrolysis, and biomass, was
investigated in [128]. Reference [50] studied the application
of hydrogen storage in a low-voltage MG, and the utilization
of HFC was performed well. The present study proposes that
HFC can have significant potential to assist aggregators and
MG effectively if a wide range of renewable sources are used.
This storage technique can be categorized into two groups.
One is physical (in gas or liquid phase) and another is a
material-based storage system. However, research shows that
a physical system requires high pressure, whereas material-
based hydrogen, such as metal hydride, needs high pressure
and temperature for hydride formation and hydrogen release.
These are the main limitations of this technology. Therefore,
searching for an ideal material to solve these limitations
remains a challenge for the application of this technology.
For load-shifting applications, hydrogen storage technology
is preferred, but this technique is costly and its efficiency is
the most critical criteria to develop this technology [92].
D. ELECTRICAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
Electrical energy storage system (EESS) may be defined as
the capacity of storing electrical energy to produce electricity
and supplying it to the load for use when necessary. Energy
can be stored by modifying the electrical or magnetic fields
with the help of capacitors or superconducting magnets [92].
The current power network system faces the challenge of inte-
grating the transmission and distribution system with renew-
able energy sources. Therefore, EESS has been treated as a
suitable technology to mitigate this issue due to the multiple
attractive features in the system network. These features may
help in operating the power system network, load balanc-
ing, improving the power quality, supporting the MG, and
reducing the necessity of importing electrical energy in the
peak demand period [55]. Ultracapacitors (UCs) and SMES
systems are examples of EESS [58]. They can be used as
short-term storage devices in case of high flow current given
that the capacity of the conventional capacitor is limited.
Therefore, a supercapacitor with high storage capacity may
replace the normal capacitor, which has high capacitance.
SMES are preferred at the exit of the power plants to stabilize
the output or in the industrial sector, where peak energy con-
sumption must be accommodated [52]. The details of these
two storage systems along with their recent development are
described extensively in the following subsections.
1) SUPERCAPACITOR STORAGE SYSTEMS
SCs, also called UCs or electric double layer capaci-
tors (EDLCs), can be defined as storage devices that can
store electrical energy between two conducting electrodes.
This technology has no chemical reactions. It has become the
alternative to a classical capacitor used in different electronic
applications and general batteries. This technology has the
characteristics of high power density and high peak power
output; the long calendar life cycle can be recharged and
discharged up to millions of times compared with the con-
ventional battery [129]. The energy density of SC has been
increased due to the use of a high-surface area material, such
as activated carbon. In the applications of the power system,
such as communication and spacecraft technology, pulse load
may exist. This type of load may cause severe power and ther-
mal disturbances in MG applications; this is the main reason
for introducing the SC, which has a fast response in power
leveling and power balancing installations with the proper
control system to overcome these problems [69], [130], [131].
Fig. 20 illustrates the principal structure of a supercapacitor.
The capacitance of SC is not constant; instead, it varies
with the change of the voltage, which depends on the cur-
rent demand and supply from SC. Therefore, the charge
concentration also varies. The variation in charge separation
distance (i.e., Debye length, dc), which concerns the level of
the electrolyte (Ce) can be deduced as
dc =
√
εrεoRT
2F2Ce
. (12)
Fig. 21 discusses the equivalent model of SC, where
it is composed of two parallel capacitors: constant capac-
itance (Co) and voltage-dependent capacitance (k.vc).
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FIGURE 20. Schematic view of SC or UC or EDLC [62].
FIGURE 21. Equivalent model of SC [132].
Thus, the total capacitance denotes the real capacitance (Cr )
of SC, as shown in the following:
Cr = Co + k.vc (13)
In [133], the application of the supercapacitor for the
proper operation of MG in grid-connected and islanded
modes of operation for normal and faulty conditions was
illustrated. In [134], another application of SC in the rail-
road was discussed, where 55.5% system efficiency was
recorded. In other applications, the efficiency of SC is
almost in the range of 84%–97%. Despite having all these
advantages, this SC has some drawbacks, which include
the high self-discharge rate (up to 40% per day) and
costs (6000 dollars/kWh). To overcome these challenges,
the ongoing study focuses on the cost-effective multi-layer
SCs that consist of materials, such as carbon, graphene, or
paper [55], [135]. The researchers now focus on the devel-
opment of electrode-based on ultra-small Si nanoparticles in
polyaniline for SC [136].
2) SUPER MAGNETIC ENERGY STORAGE (SMES) SYSTEMS
SMES systems mainly work based on the principal of elec-
trodynamics [137]. In this storage system, energy is stored in
the magnetic field by the circulation of current in a supercon-
ducting coil with the help of an AC to DC converter (charging
mode). However, the stored energy can be released back to
the grid using the DC to AC converter (discharging mode).
Ohmic losses in this technology can generate heat in the
system and thus cause the thermal instability of SMES [138].
FIGURE 22. Principal diagram of SMES system [69].
To reduce ohmic loss, coil temperature is maintained under
its superconductive temperature.
The two types of SMES systems can be described as fol-
lows: high-temperature SMES (HTS) that operates at approx-
imately 70 K and low-temperature SMES (LTS) that operates
at approximately 7K. Fig. 22 shows the basic diagram of
the SMES system [69]. The LTS system is a more mature
technology than the HTS system. This method can provide
fast response to charging and discharging phenomena, which
are limited to few milliseconds. Moreover, this system has
high energy density (4 kW/l) and high efficiency (95%–98%)
with a long lifetime of approximately 30 years. Energy stored
in the SMES devices can be expressed as follows:
WLS =
1
2
L × I2, (14)
where L denotes the self-inductance of the coil, I is the
amount of current that flows through the coil, andWLS is the
amount of stored energy in the coil.
SMES systems are available in the range of 0.1–10 MW
for commercial use. With the advancement of technol-
ogy, the capacity is expected to increase to approximately
100MWh in the next decade. However, due to the complexity
of the cooling system and coil material, the cost of the SMES
system installation is still high ($10,000/kWh) [58] [71].
Moreover, frequent changes in the operating current in this
technology make SMES unstable. This problem was solved
in [138]. SMES technology is basically applicable in UPSs
and improves power quality. It has become fashionable for
MG applications due to the flexible characteristics it offers
in exchanging real and reactive power [139]. Current studies
on SMES devices are based on reducing the cost of coils and
cooling systems to make this storage device highly attractive
to consumers. Moreover, a hybrid SMES system could be
developed to increase storage capacity [140].
E. THERMAL STORAGE SYSTEMS
The thermal energy storage (TES) system has the capability to
store energy in the form of heat or ice, which can be released
later when required. It is an alternative technology to replace
the use of fossil fuels and can meet the demand of sustainable
energy regulations. Research on TES has shown that the
use of TES is expected to grow by 11% between 2017 and
2022 [141]. This technology is suitable to use for industrial
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and residential sectors, such as for heating or cooling systems,
load shifting, and power generation. The various applications
of TES have been discussed in previous studies [142].
TES can be mainly categorized into two groups given
the operating temperature: low-temperature TES (LTTES)
and high-temperature TES (HTTES). LTTES operates at a
temperature below 200 ◦C and can be applied to solar cook-
ing and water heating [143], [144]. High-temperature TES
can further be classified into three categories: sensible heat
(SHS), latent heat (LHS), and absorption and adsorption
system (AAS). SHS can be sensed by temperature, and the
heat capacity along with the mass of the medium determines
the storage capacity of the TES system [8]. The storage media
can be of a different form, such as liquid (water, molten salt,
and thermal oil), solid (stone, concrete, metal, and ground), or
liquid with a solid filler material (molten salt/stone) [145].
Size is the main disadvantage of this SHS.
LHS is not sensitive to temperature. Thermal conductiv-
ity is an essential feature of this technology, which can be
improved using paraffin, metallic fillers, metal matrix struc-
tures, finned tube, and aluminum shavings. Phase change
materials are used as a storage medium, which can be
organic, inorganic, and bio-based. The determinants of stor-
age capacity are density and enthalpy [8], [52], [145].
AAS is the indirect way of storing energy as heat where
energy is stored in the physicochemical process. It is also
called a thermo-chemical storage system. The main advan-
tage of this method is high energy density (approximately
1000 MJ/m3) [145]. TES is advantageous with its low capital
cost ($3–60/kWh), low self-discharge rate (−0.05%−1%),
secured energy, environment-friendliness, and acceptable
energy density [146]. However, life expectancy remains low
(−30%–60%). The most common application of this technol-
ogy is its integration with MG given that it can store ice at
night and release energy by using water to cool the refrig-
eration system at daytime [147]. Thus, advanced research on
the longer life cycle can make the system highly attractive for
applications.
F. HYBRID ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
Hybrid ESS (HESS) refers to the integration of two or more
ESSs that were applied to achieve the advantages of each ESS
for obtaining excellent characteristics in one particular appli-
cation. It is not possible to provide all the features by one ESS
type. Thus, the integration of ESS has become the demand
for modern technology, such as MG. According to [148],
high-power ESS devices are useful for fast response at high
rates for short duration, whereas high-energy devices show
the slow response with the more extended period. MG needs
an ESS that combines the characteristics of high power and
high energy storage system to improve the stability and reli-
ability of the system with the reduction of the power quality
problems [149].
The control strategy of HESS is more complicated than
that of a single ESS, and many features are involved, such
as charging/discharging characteristics, response time, power
distribution, life cycle, and efficiency. This new develop-
ment for storing energy has been investigated by several
researchers using many techniques. The possible HESS
configurations are listed in Table 4 [148].
TABLE 4. Possible chart of HESS configurations [148].
Literature review on the HESS technology shows that,
for MG applications, the integration of battery/SC [16],
battery/SMES [22], [150], battery/ FC [151], FC/ SC [132],
and SC/ RFB [149] is possible. Battery/SC technology is now
highly popular and widely applicable. Battery/SMES HESS
topology has been investigated to improve the efficiency of
a wind plant [152], which compensates the fluctuation of
loads in railway applications [153], the extended life cycle
of battery [154], and frequency control in MG [150]. For
application in MG, HESS shows better performance in fre-
quency stabilization compared with the battery-only system.
In this application, the battery life cycle is improved because
it obtains protection from high frequency charging or dis-
charging cycles and peak currents. Reference [22] reveals that
the battery life can be extended from 5.7 to 9.2 years by the
proposed HESS topology. Reference [151] demonstrated a
HESS topology of battery/FC, where the battery was used
as a primary storage device for short to medium duration,
and HFC was applied as a long-term storage device. The
limitation of slow response in the battery can be overcome
by the fast response characteristics of HFC. Moreover, this
HESS topology shows higher specific power than HFC alone.
FC/SC HESS for MG applications also show better per-
formance (8.5% more efficiency) than FC storage system
only [132].
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a: APPLICATION OF BATTERY/SUPERCAPACITOR
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS IN MICROGRID
Many studies have investigated on the hybridization of bat-
tery/ SC for many years. This topic is mostly popular with
the researchers because it can provide comparatively large
storage capacity with fast charging and discharging charac-
teristics [155]. A dynamic model for this structure has been
proposed in [156]. This model is capable of stabilizing the
frequency fluctuation in MG application. The use of SC gives
the battery relief from stress by restricting oscillations and
sudden transients Apart from these characteristics, protecting
the system internal power and making full use of energy are
also the important considerations for HESS [157]. A grid
integrated hybridMG systemwith HESS has been developed,
as shown in Fig. 23 [158]. MG plays a vital dual role charac-
teristics by acting as a rectifier from the AC-side and as an
inverter from the DC-side.
FIGURE 23. Topology of hybrid MG system with HESS [158].
This HESS technology improves the extension of life cycle
up to 75% through peak shaving and related thermal burden
reaction [159]. All the associated research on battery/SC
reveals that this is a much improved, reliable, and easily
accessible technology that satisfies the demand of the system
and optimize battery operation. Therefore, system efficiency
and life expectancy of the battery have been improved with
this HESS mechanism.
IV. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES OF ESS
IN MG APPLICATIONS
The current status of ESS technology along with the devel-
opment of HESS can mitigate many challenges faced by the
previous technology, such as efficiency or storage capacity.
However, the scope of the further development of this tech-
nology for the future application inMG technology given that
BESS technology has lost his attractiveness due to calendric
ageing and cyclic ageing [160]. Research is now focused
based on the sizing, costing, safety, or efficient management
of energy in the system. Thus, the key issues and challenges
can be identified regarding material selection, power elec-
tronic interfacing, energy balance between ESS and MG,
environmental impact, and the safety of this technology. The
following subsections give a detailed overview of these key
issues along with the selective recommendations.
A. MATERIALS SELECTION
Material selection, cost of materials, and availability of raw
materials are the most important criteria for ESS system.
Materials determine the life cycle of the storage device.
Several storage materials and their development strategy
for various storage, such as mechanical, thermal, hydrogen,
gravity, electromagnetic, and electrochemical devices, have
been discussed in different studies. However, the material
selection is not optimal in most cases [81]. For the further
development of ESS in MG application, the performance of
high-grade ESS materials with their significant contribution
must be addressed [161]. Charging and discharging char-
acteristics, capacity, energy and power density, life cycle,
and corrosiveness can be greatly influenced by the mate-
rials [8], [98], [145], [162]. The existing ESS mechanism
with large storage capacity, such as flywheel, pumped hydro,
SMES, lithium-ion battery, NaS battery, and flow battery
are still costly in the electricity market. Moreover, hybrid
ESS, such as a battery/supercapacitor, gives a large capacity
storage facility, but the efficiency of this HESS technol-
ogy can further be developed. Thus, a cost-effective long-
term advanced technology can lead the material selection of
ESS in MG application with improved energy efficiency and
stability.
B. POWER ELECTRONIC INTERFACE
The power electronic interface deals with the technique to
ensure the power quality, performance, power regulation, reli-
ability, durability, and efficiency of the system [105], [163].
To increase the usefulness of the MG system, power elec-
tronic interface (PEI) may be used to integrate MG with ESS
and the existing electrical power network. PEI has various
characteristics because it has the necessary arrangement for
power conversion with the help of a rectifier and an inverter.
For PEI applications, different converters, such as buck,
boost, buck-boost, cûk, half-bridge, flyback, H-bridge, and
Z-source converter, may be used, which can be categorized
under DC-DC, DC-AC, AC-AC, and AC-DC converter topol-
ogy. Based on the storage technology, such as SC, FC, FESS,
BESS, or SMES, and their applications, a power converter
allows the connection among the two dc bus of unequal
voltage, a dc bus, and an ac bus or even the connection of
a current source to a voltage bus [98], [105]. The existing
PEI system has disadvantages in size, ripples, cost, flexibility,
and efficiency [105], [164]; thus, advanced research may be
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needed on the PEI system to overcome the challenges for the
efficient operation of the storage technology.
C. ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Optimization in distributing the power in the ESS topology
for MG applications can be performed by sharing the power
of the energy management system (EMS). Several ESS,
such as CAES, GES, and Li-ion battery can be modeled for
large-scale integration, whereas TES, SMES, FBs, and fuel
cells are efficient for medium-scale energy management [58].
To design an efficient EMS, the minimization of the overall
system loss and the control of SOC can play a vital role in
optimizing the efficiency and keeping the reserve for future
demand, respectively [165]. Moreover, HESS can control
power fluctuation, which improves power quality and limits
the maximum active power change rate. Thus, they can be
a better alternative than a single ESS system. The differ-
ent topologies of HESS have been discussed in this review.
Battery/SC HESS topology is observed to be a good choice
for future development. Therefore, modern ESS management
for MG applications with reliable and stable characteristics
could be optimized by a quality management system, which
increases the overall efficiency and reduces the cost.
D. SIZE AND COST OF ESS
The size and cost of different ESS technologies are quite
high. If the size increases, so does the cost. As discussed
in different studies on compressed air, flywheel, HFC, grav-
ity, and thermal or battery storage, size depends on the
energy rating and power rating [45], [166]. Oversized ESS
is not suitable. Cost incorporates installation and mainte-
nance costs. The per unit cost of energy is also an important
factor in energy technology. Cost depends on the storage
materials, capacity, charging/discharging rate, DoD, and life
cycle [80], [167]. Although the cost of different ESS is high in
different categories and obtains stable and reliable operation,
ESS is an unavoidable solution to MG. Given the expected
price reduction of some new technologies (such as GES, Li-
ion, flow battery, NiCd, or Ni-Zn) in the near future and
reviewing the existing storage, such as PHS, CAES, FES,
FC, and TES, stabilizing voltage and frequency fluctuation
of single ESS in MG has many limitations. Therefore, with
the advancement of technology, HESS has been developed
to integrate more technologies to achieve an efficient opera-
tion with energy arbitrage, peal shaving, time shifting, and
voltage support [42]. The capacity of the storage system
can be increased with their integration, such as battery/SC,
battery/flywheel, battery/SMES, CAES/SC, CAES/flywheel,
and FC/SMES, which helps reduce the overall size and cost
of the plant by avoiding the inclusion of more storage devices
separately. It also has a strong contribution in increasing the
life expectancy of storage [148]. Thus, adopting a compre-
hensive energy storage policy to balance the power to reduce
the cost and increase reliability would be a major challenge
for renewable and conventional network systems.
E. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Research on the environmental impact has already proven
that, as the energy produced by renewable sources increases,
the emission of greenhouse gas or other toxic emissions
decrease [168]. Environmental hazards take place from the
combustion of fossil fuel (CAES), magnetic field (SMES),
recyclable materials, or chemicals of the storage system dur-
ing manufacture and disposal time. HESS can integrate the
intermittent renewable energy sources in electricity grid and
thus can reduce fuel consumption and toxic emission [2].
Although 100% RE production is costly [168], researchers
aim to reduce the installation and maintenance costs of the
RE sources to ensure sustainable development.
F. SAFETY ISSUES
The safety of ESS has become the demand for modern MG
applications. For safe and secure operations, various fac-
tors, such as the magnetic characteristics of materials, life
cycle, temperature, short-circuit problem, overcharging, and
over-discharging characteristics of ESS, must be addressed
efficiently. This process can decrease the uncertainty and
intermittency of the system. SMES should have the control
to reduce the ohmic losses; CAES, TES, and NaS batteries
require temperature control mechanism; SC storage suffers
from high self-discharge rate; fuel cells demand safety from
corrosion with low- and high-temperature management; lead-
acid batteries need regular maintenance during operation;
and Li-ion batteries need overcharging and over-discharging
protection [169]–[172]. Therefore, recent research can focus
on overcoming these issues to make the technology highly
user-friendly.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
ESSs technologies are an alternative solution for the potential
utilization of renewable energy in MG applications. Many
researchers are involved in the development of ESSs and
their utilizations in MG to manage the decent power bal-
ance by storing energy during off-peak hours with reduced
cost. Therefore, the perfection in the modeling of ESSs with
optimization characteristics are the key features of next-
generation ESS technologies. However, the development of
an efficient ESS for MG applications is a challenging issue.
Moreover, almost all studies and reviews are limited in
the ESS types, characteristics, and their configurations with
advantages and disadvantages. The present study highlights
the different technologies of ESS, their constructions, oper-
ations, and energy transformation mechanisms to provide a
concrete overview for ensuring the sustainability of future
ESS systems in solving environmental and economic prob-
lems. This study also reviewed the implementation of indi-
vidual ESS, such as flywheel, compressed air, battery, fuel
cell, supercapacitor, super magnetic, redox flow, lithium-
ion, and the hybrid ESS, such as battery/supercapacitor,
battery/SMES, and battery/F in MG operation. Moreover,
energy and power density, response time, size, efficiency,
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cost, life cycle, and material selection have been explained
in various parts of this review. This review also anticipated
the advanced power electronics interface between ESS and
MG toward the mature hybrid ESS with optimum features.
This rigorous review suggests that the optimization of ESS
materials and chemical solutions can increase the storage
capacity, life cycle, and efficiency of the device. To ensure
better performance with reliable operation, this study reveals
that hybrid ESS is highly attractive in MG applications. This
review highlighted many factors, challenges, and their pos-
sible solutions and suggestions for next-generation ESSs in
MG applications, which may help academics, researchers,
and industries to modify and improve the existing ESSs into
an advanced level. Thus, the key contribution of this study
is the comprehensive analysis of different ESS integration
in MG applications to provide a comprehensive idea on
the advanced ESSs and their future deployment in the MG
network. The review has proposed important and selective
suggestions for the further technological development on ESS
in MG applications:
◦ Advanced research is required to improve next-generation
ESS inMG applications. Some issues of ESS exist in terms
of materials, size, and cost. Control interface, environment,
and safety must be addressed to reach proper system func-
tionality and market acceptance.
◦ The long-term plan for ESS is to design a cost-effective,
reliable, and capacity facility to lead the sustainable uti-
lization of ESS in MG operation.
◦ An advanced power electronic system may proceed to
overcome the switching challenges and safety circuitry
issues and address the overheating and over charg-
ing/discharging phenomena for efficient ESS operation.
◦ An optimal EMS and advanced ESS topology could be
a good choice for future development to increase overall
efficiency and reduce cost.
◦ Appropriate techniques must be developed to find the opti-
mal size of the ESS to achieve an efficient operation with
energy arbitrage, peal shaving, time shifting, and voltage
support. The energy storage policy is adopted to balance
power and increase reliability, which would lead to a sig-
nificant potential for ESS in MG applications.
◦ The development of a suitable model for the ESS that con-
siders various sub-models, such as charging/discharging,
optimal size, schedule controller, safety, and protection,
must be studied further.
◦ Further research must be conducted on the ESS materials
and chemical solution optimization to increase storage
capacity, life cycle, and efficiency.
◦ For an environmental impact analysis, emission reduction
and cost-saving models must be developed to ensure sus-
tainable ESS development and reduce negative environ-
mental impacts if any.
◦ Investigation should be undertaken on ESS integration into
MG to overcome the synchronizing complexity, improve
the integration performance or islanded operation, and
increase the computational speed.
◦ Further research should be performed on the safe and
secure ESS operation, which considers temperature, short-
circuit problem, and overcharging and over-discharging
characteristics.
These suggestions would be remarkable contributions toward
the maturity of ESS technologies, which are expected to dom-
inate the electricity market in the future. Therefore, advanced
research based on this review may significantly overcome the
limitations of the existing ESS technologies in MG applica-
tions to meet future sustainable energy utilization.
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